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Receptor binding data was extracted from the open source

databases ChEMBL [6] and ToxCast [7]. Duplicate

datapoints were removed and extended connectivity

fingerprints were generated using RDKit as inputs for DNNs.

DNNs were constructed using TensorFlow in Python 3.

Different network architectures were investigated to obtain

optimized model performance using the holdout method

(75% train/25% test) across five iterations.

Training Procedure

If the reference chemical shown in Figure 1 was untested

the DNN would predict it to be active at the androgen

receptor. No training set chemicals have Tanimoto

similarities higher than 0.4, and two of the five most

Tanimoto similar compounds are experimentally negative.

These chemicals may not be suitable for read-across in this

scenario. A network similarity calculation provides additional

evidence that this chemical is active, as four of its five most

similar chemicals are also experimental actives.

In the future this will allow the network to make MIE

predictions, and back them up by identifying chemicals

similar in chemistry and biology for read-across risk

assessment.

Across a total of 20 case studies conducted the network and

Tanimoto similarities were calculated (Figure 2). The lack of

clear correlation between the similarity values shows that

network similarity provides additional information to

Tanimoto similarity, and the networks are not simply

memorising training set chemical fingerprints. The

concordance between reference chemical experimental

activities and analogue activities was calculated. As a higher

number of most similar cases are considered the network

similarity shows a steadily more impressive concordance

(95% to 93% for five, 94.5% to 89.5% for ten, 93% to 85%

for twenty, and 91% to 79.5% for fifty most similar

chemicals). This shows that while the most Tanimoto similar

chemicals can be useful for read-across, when more cases

are considered network similarity is far more useful.

Case Study

DNN Models have been produced for acetylcholinesterase

(AChE), the adenosine A2a receptor (ADORA2A), the

androgen receptor (AR), the human ether a go-go related

gene channel (hERG) and the serotonin transporter (SERT).

These models show high levels of predictivity, as shown in

Table 1.

Prediction Results

- MIEs are ideal targets for in silico models.

- High performing deep neural networks have 

been constructed to predict binary activity at 

human MIEs.

- Network similarity values allow analogues 

to be identified for read-across and provide 

additional information to Tanimoto 

similarities.

- These values can aid in understanding how 

deep neural network predictions are reached.

Conclusions
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Consumer and environmental safety decisions are based on

exposure and hazard data interpreted using risk

assessment approaches. The adverse outcome pathway

(AOP) conceptual framework [1] has been presented as a

logical sequence of events or processes within biological

systems which can be used to understand adverse effects

and refine the current risk assessment practice.

The molecular initiating event (MIE) can be thought of as a

gateway to the AOP—the initial chemical interaction [2].

Chemistry is key to understanding the MIE. What is it about

these molecules that allow them to do this?

In this study we have trained deep neural networks (DNNs),

a type of machine learning algorithm, to assist in answering

this question. DNNs are popular in classification tasks,

including toxicology [3,4]. These methods are

mathematically complex, and one drawback of them is

difficulty in understanding how predictions are made. This is

especially important in risk assessment procedures [5]. We

have used a network similarity calculation to try to gain

insight into how specific predictions are reached to aid

decision making.

Introduction

To better understand how DNN predictions are made, we

have used a network similarity calculation to establish

suitable candidates for read-across. Once a DNN is trained

the numerical values at each neuron were extracted as a

fingerprint for each input chemical. These fingerprints can

be thought of as locations in n-dimensional space, and the

distance between them calculated to find chemicals that the

network considers “similar”.

Understanding Predictions

Table 1. Statistical performance for optimal DNNs evaluated on the test set

data using the holdout method. ACC, accuracy; MCC, Matthews correlation

coefficient; ROC-AUC, area under receiver operating curve; SE, sensitivity.

Target SE SP ACC MCC
ROC-

AUC

AChE 87.6 85.8 86.8 0.732 0.92

ADORA2A 97.5 92.8 95.9 0.908 0.99

AR 67.9 98.1 90.0 0.738 0.88

hERG 86.4 66.1 78.3 0.541 0.86

SERT 98.1 89.6 96.3 0.889 0.98
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Figure 1. A

reference androgen

receptor active

chemical and its

five most similar

neighbours as

measured by

network similarity

(A-E) and Tanimoto

similarity (F-J).

Figure 2. A graph

showing the

relationship between

Tanimoto and

network similarity

values for all

examples calculated

(2 actives and 2

inactives for each

biological target

against all other

chemicals tested at

that target).

R2 Correlation

coefficients for each

series are as follows:

AChE = 0.042,

ADORA2A = 0.193,

AR = 0.037,

hERG = 0.079,

SERT = 0.1845.


